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Abstract 
Redvolt Solutions Pvt.Ltd. is Start-up Company, which is a brain child of Mr. Debjit Nandy who came up with the idea of 
YESGRID.com.The Company strives to become India’s largest On- Line Stationary store along with other offering in 
accessories, electronic peripherals and education materials. As an E-Commerce business model, customers chose the product 
they want to purchase from Yesgrid’s online portal &it arranges to get the product delivered to the customer. As a start-up,it was 
a prime need of the website to gain a customer base the company by designing a social media campaign over the internet. 
Identifying the need to set up a social media campaign, the project was taken to develop the entire social media presence and 
provide much needed awareness to the website. Social media is being used as a platform to access potential customer and 
implement marketing campaign. For E-commerce business of Yes grid, it increased communication through blogs pages and 
social media connection pages like Facebook, G Plus, etc. The website is still in its start-up phase and as it grows, the website 
will continue to gain awareness, visits and likes among the viewers and potential customers as a result of Social Media 
Campaign.  
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1. Introduction 
The project was to develop the entire social media presence, market promotional strategy and execution. It involved 
positioning of website in the e-commerce market thought various strategies and launch for it. The project involved 
below mentioned work to do: 
x Choosing the right channels to reach customers for social media marketing of Yesgrid’s ecommerce 
business by using some transparent sites like Facebook and Wordpress for user statistics. 
x Competitive intelligence by analyzing top five competitors on the social web. 
x In order to gain more viewers, promote a few products, and new technologies via theses mediums.  
x Encompassing a wider range of tactics that promotes organisations as a whole. It included informational 
articles about the inception and informative articles.  
x Pushing a few products via these social media pages which allowed customers to browse and purchase 
these products directly. 
2. Social Media Campaign 
Social media has become a platform that is easily accessible to anyone with internet access and proves out to be an 
inexpensive platform for the organization to implement marketing campaign. Especially for e-commerce business, 
Social media can increase communication for website and create brand awareness and if done correctly improve the 
positioning in market. Marketing through social media platforms, such as Facebook and blogs, can be quick and 
powerful. Social media marketing programs usually centre on efforts to create content that attracts attention and 
encourages readers to share it with their social networks. This form of marketing is driven by word-of-mouth, 
meaning it results in earned media rather than paid media. 
 
The social media campaign for Yesgrid involved strategic planning and complete analysis of the situation before the 
launch. The complete process of Yesgrid’s social media campaign is shown below for better understanding.  
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Figure1 : Process of Yesgrid’s social media campaign 
 
Need for Social Media Marketing Campaign 
 
Marketing through social media platforms is different from traditional marketing and is very essential in case of e-
commerce Company. The need for social media campaign is to fulfil following requirements: 
x Something valuable has to be offered to customersso that they visit the website and page. 
x Recognizing that different types of influencers play varying roles at different points in the marketing 
funnel. The survey was done to find out various platforms where influencing customers can be present. 
x Tying together all the strategies across the social media platforms so that all social programs can work 
together harmoniously. 
x Trying to make customers brand advocates and partners in business. Giving them the opportunity to impact 
not just marketing but product development, customer service, and innovations, too. 
x Developing some authentic social voice for the social media platforms and making the brand a social 
brand. 
• Establishing guidelines for Social Media Campaign Plan 
x Marketing via social media means marketing directly to influencers — rather than consumers. And social 
influence marketing (SIM) needs to followcertain guidelines to make sure that purpose is achieved. 
x Developing social influence marketing (SIM) guidelines for the whole website. It provides critical guidance 
for other members as well when they practice social influence marketing. 
x Establishing clear objectives for social influence marketing efforts. In case of Yesgrid, it was clear that 
more and more people should be aware about the brand first, and then the products, and then what the 
website stands for. 
x Creating a roadmap for social influence marketing efforts to conduct research of competitors like Loot spot, 
flipkart, all skoolstuff, etc. and coordinating marketing programs, and deploying new tactics. 
x Defining the metrics for success up front before executing the roadmap. 
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x Understanding the customer base — who talks to each other and who influences who. In case of Yesgrid, 
that turned out to be young and middle age corporate who will influence the major sales.  
• Selecting Target Social Media Campaign Platforms 
 
Figure 2 : Yesgrid’s Landing Page with different Social Media Pages link 
Strong Social Media Campaigns was used to target multiple social networks since same consumers rarely use just 
one social platform (for example, a Facebook user is also present on Twitterawordpress): 
x Facebook: The largest social network in the world, Facebook is ideal for marketing at the awareness and 
consideration stage of the marketing funnel. Wall posts about the latest offerings, Products and brand 
availabilities, applications, and social ads like father’s day and teacher’s days might make it a popular 
choice among users.   
x Figure: Yesgrid’s Facebook page showing category banners 
x G Plus: People, who like tokeep it simple yet classy, can access Google plus page which is all about what 
Yesgrid offers to the customers. It can look impressive to potential customers of premium segment 
products.  
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Figure 3: Yesgrid’s G Plus page new launches 
x Twitter: Evolving into a news, brand marketing, and customer service tool, Twitter is ideal for reaching out 
to influencers, handling customer service queries, and forging personal relationships with customers.  
 
Figure 4: Yesgrid’s Twitter page with latest happenings 
x Wordpress: One of the niche platforms was chosen for making a connection with Yesgrid customers and 
potential buyers. Apart from products information, it shows the advancement in technology of products 
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offered and the technicalities of a few products like fountain pens, art paper, etc. It can be helpful for 
people looking for a rare and particular product.  
 
Figure 5: Yesgrid’s WordPress account displaying article about Birth of Yesgrid 
 
• Launching Social Media Campaign  
Social Media Campaigns results take long time to be converted into sales. Although, the success of social media 
campaign can be seen directly on pages these days through “hits” and “likes”. A few steps were taken for the full 
fledge launch are mentioned below: 
x Engaging with the customers via pages and comments.  
x Designing the pages in such a way that customers are motivated and encouraged to try the products 
available.  
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Figure 6: Article about Products 
x Designing the platforms so that they are extremely easy for customers and prospects to share with others on 
the social platforms of their choice. 
x How to Measure Social Influence Marketing 
x To find out success of campaign, related metrics results have to be measured  
x Comparing direct visits on social pages with competitors having similar pages like watchkart, snapdeal, etc.  
x Tying all the pages and comparing the metric results as which pages directed how much traffic on the 
website.  
x Prioritizing metrics regarding sociographics and social action-related metrics over traffic demographics. 
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Figure 7: Visitors Preview Results 
3. Conclusion 
 
The development of Social Media Presence for the organization ensured the much needed awareness among the 
customers and will keep on giving the benefits if the article pages and Social pages are handled as per customer’s 
responses and feedbacks.   
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4. Recommendations 
x Analyze the Visitors Overview results and give more attention toward the sources which are generating 
more traffic. 
x Use websites social pages for awareness instead of paid service as it gives more authentic results. 
x Make use of Word press, Facebook, Twitter etc. to promote offerings and products. 
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